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                                               Abstract  

 

This thesis investigates the overall control system of a steam power plant. The first chapter 

addresses Basic history of Power plants. After that we discuss the major parts of power plants 

and chapter two consists the one part calls Boilers. In chapter three we illustrate Operation of 

Boilers. In this part we describe what is boiler and how it works. And we also describe why 

boiler needs in steam power plant. Chapter four consists the second major part of power plant 

calls turbine. In this part we describe manufacture and operation of turbine. Chapter five consists 

about the Generator. It is one of the major parts of power plant. We describe in these chapter 

operation of Generator. Chapter six consists the operation and control system of steam power 

plant. In chapter seven we briefly describe about the production of power plant. We describe in 

these part about Electricity.  

In this project work, we tried to focus on the manufacture, operation and control system of steam 

power plant. 
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